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INTRODUCTION

Perspective controls almost all our perceptions. One simple thing 
could be ordinary or be extremely attractive. A saying from Sri Lanka states, "The 
fish don't talk about the water"10 Travel is the best way of experiencing those 
different angles. I love traveling, just as everyone else. A place that I haven't visit 
will just be a piece of abstraction in my head. Going on a trip just like opening a 
mystery box, and you become eye-opened for whatever it shows. The reason why 
travel is so captivating for everyone is because no one would ever get the same 
journey. It is not replaceable. You could book the same ticket in the same season to 
the same place, I would doubt that you would never get the same experience. 

Traveling was a starting point for me to concern about how the world 
really looks like. In an aboard voyage, while the body was geographicly shifting, 
I felt the universe that I used to know was changed in the same time. Even the 
concept of 'home' became different. The wonder started with questioning about 
how much does perspective effect our sight? What do we really see? What is the 
principle to determined different things that you see while you are traveling? And 
what is our anticipation for a journey? Didn't I just want to escape somewhere 
that I am too familiar with but don't feel like belong to? Isn't the concept of home 
actually what I am avoiding from? From this point, I also consider about how 
a place or a person to be identified by each other? Could my hometown really 
represent myself either I don't feel that is the right place to belong to? If it couldn't, 
how can we recognize people from different places/ countries?

"In most cases, it is virtually impossible to grasp a truth in its 
original form and depict it accurately. This is why we try to grab 
its tail by luring the truth from its hiding place, transferring it 
to a fictional location, and replacing it with a fictional form." the 
Japanese writer, Haruki Murakami said.7 

What I work in this project is to represent a rhythm of transforming 
movement swinging between inner and outer ourselves during a trip. 
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ELUCIDATION

Traveler/ Observer - Swing from Outer to Inner

Did you ever been to a place at the first time but you feel like home? 
Somewhere unfamiliar but makes you calm and peaceful. Or the another way 
around, you just don't belong to the place you stayed for ages, where you know and 
understand everything.

"The central question concerned the state of being that is meant by 
saying 'make yourself home'… On our journey, we were searching 
for that place of happiness: A place somewhere else where we are 
comfortable.That place combines the best of Home and Away. It 
was simultaneously two opposite things. Its happiness was based 
on transitoriness."  The Tent, 19941

So what is the problem? Is this world what we seen, or not exactly? 
Where did these vision come from in our brain? How has it been built up by us?  

“We never look at just one thing; we are always looking at the 
relation between things and ourselves. Our vision is continually 
active, continually moving, continually holding things in a circle 
around itself, constituting what is present to us as we are.” John 
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Berger said.3 

When we travel, we see and experience the relationship between the 
place and ourselves. We receive and compare new informations with the already 
existent images inside. I found that human tend to observe and receive experiences 
from outside, then deconstruct and recombine them with memories, interests, 
emotions, and motivations to continuing build up the sight inside the mind of what 
we seen. The funny thing is that there are also a lot of researches about how Un-
organized and subjectively that human's brain organizing these informations. That 
could pretty much explains how those contrary feelings are possibly be constructed 
in the same state.  

I love traveling. I am in love with opening different mystery boxes, 
and getting to know more possibilities for my life; in different perspectives to either 
see the world or observe myself in another angle. Every ordinary thing becomes 
so much fun and starts to rise up a lot of wonders about almost everything. Things 
that you never doubt during your whole life until now. And you might meet loads 
of problems that you have never considered a problem. You never know how 
frustrating with weak communicating skills until you experienced it. The colours, 
atmosphere of the city won't be lurked in your memory until you stayed there for 
days, weeks, even years. Getting to know people, walking on the streets, feeling the 
different sunset time. Traveling is the way of seeing the world - you see it because 
you have experienced it. That is how I understand.

“The best teacher is experience and not through someone's 
distorted point of view” Jack Kerouac, On the Road.2 
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We are all learning since we were born. We keep gaining different 
lessons from the universe that we live in; we learn about each other, learn to 
understand ourselves through the different surroundings. And it was traveling that 
put me on the road and pointed out this perspective for me to be eager to seek and 
learn more about it. 

How I see traveling is actually a swinging trace and a transforming 
movement between inner and outer. From outer, travel means getting diverse 
random encounters and adventures, but also contains daily life routines. You would 
never miss the process of eating and finding a place to sleep. When it gets to the 
inner scene, either the body is mooring or moving, the state of mind is converting 
between alienated and belonged, and keeps moving back and forth during the 
trip. Especially the notion of 'home' is changing. Even though when the outer is 
a visitor, it's very possible to feel like an insider when you are in a concert that 
everyone there loves the same music. And it is also easily to get the outsider's feel 
back just because you order the wrong food in a local restaurant. Further, in your 
original inner, travel is a perception deformation process between the expectation 
and the received experiences. We are proofing and rewriting the imageries in mind 
all the times about the places and ourselves while different visitings. Of course the 
memories are also altered when so much stimulus comes to you. We move and 
moor; we are exciting and depressing; we miss the feeling of being in the nature 
but also be calm when we are back to the city and having a corner in a cafe to see 
people walking around. we are homesick and never want to go home. When we 
conclude all of these, we can see the movement continuing swinging back and 
forth, surprisingly nonstop. 

This kind of organic traces made me think of 'wabi-sabi', the 
quintessential Japanese aesthetic to respond the main spirit of this pattern. 
Compared to the geometric and absolute modernism, 'wabi-sabi' is related and 
organic, it is a beauty of the inconspicuous and irregular. And 'wabi-sabi' suggests 
that beauty is a dynamic event that occurs you and something else. It may exhibit 
the effects of accident like a broken bowl glued back together again. It is also 
a concept about fainting and ephemerality, a constant state of becoming and 
dissolving.4 It just explained the randomness happenings about a journey and the 
preservation of memories. The changing imperfection dominates the spine of the 
aesthetic and the story of a journey. You see the world because you had experienced 
it, in the same time you have the vision of world by losing it. A small conclusion 
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for here is that we travel our body and we collect by seeing and experiencing, and 
continually recreate the map of the world by those materials in our memory. The 
swing pattern also happens for the place itself: 

"Each time we enter a new place, we become one of the ingredients 
of an existing hybridity, which is really what all 'local places' 
consist of." said American writer Lucy R. Lippard.10 

While those trips happen, those departures and arrivals, or 
somewhere in the middle are all becoming one of the transforming processes, a 
non-stop metamorphosis. Further, As English geographer explain the identity 
formation of a place, 

"If places can be conceptualized in terms of the social interactions 
themselves are not motionless things, frozen in time. They are 
processes."10 

From this point, Travel is a way of communicating, from inside 
out, from people and the place, and also from each movements of processes. 
Meanwhile, the processes of redefined the journey or the places represent your 
own inner sense of belonging and the existence by those repeating swinging traces 
and collaging from memories and experiences. 

Swinging outer:
being at home ----- being away
being mooring ----- being mobile
daily life routines ----- random encounters
imagination/ expectation ----- experience
local people ----- visitors

Swinging inner:
being belonged ----- being alienated
being insider ----- being outsider

Swinging between outer & inner:
collected objects ----- fainted memories
transforming immaterial ----- fact of traveling
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become a hybridity with the place 
          ----- get to see him/ herself in another angle 

Swinging between observer & storyteller:
changing movement ----- art expression
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TRANSITION

About Storytelling 

When the real world has been experienced and received by 
travelers, it swings from an abstract concept to a real experienced image, or a new 
understanding of the universe. When it comes to an expressionist, a storyteller, 
the intelligence needs to be converted to outside again. In this project, as being 
a visual storyteller, I decided to use abstract forms to reveal the atmosphere and 
the fainting traveling memories rather than trying to draw in a realistic formate. 
That means, my project swung from realistic travel experiences to an abstract 
expression. I found my question was, how does an abstract expression work with 
communicating to the audiences?  

One critic talked about the modern expressionist 
Josef Albert's work, "According to Josef Albert, art 
arises out of the discrepancy between physical fact 
and psychic effect. Its effects reside not merely in 
colour and form, but in the viewer's perception of 
those elements." 

As the description from wiki pedia, Perspectivism rejects objective 
metaphysics as impossible, and claims that no objective evaluations can transcend 
cultural formations or subjective designations. This means that there are no 
objective facts, and that there can be no knowledge of a thing in itself. According to 
these, the difficulty and the interesting point arises from the fact that our eye is not 
just some nondescript optical receiver with a constant sensitivity, set once and for 
all, but is strongly influenced by every facet of our individuality: memory, interest, 
emotions, and motivations.5

My favorite abstract painter Agnes Martin, pointed out the subtle 
disparity and space between the abstract art and the expressionist him/ herself, 

"My painting has neither object nor space nor line nor anything 
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- no forms. They are light, lightness, about merging, about 
formlessness, breaking down form. You won't think of form by 
the ocean. You can go in if you don't encounter anything. A world 
without object, without interruption, making a work without 
interruption or obstacle. It is to accept the necessity of the simple 
direct going into a field of vision as you would across en empty 
beach to look at the ocean."6 

In a way this sounds a bit romantic, like the artist is defending 
herself, however it is also could be a crucial temperament for storytelling. The 
filmmaker, Andrew Stanton - who made the movie series 'Toy Story' - said, 

"There is a reason that we are all attracted to an infant or a 
puppy. It is not just that they are damn cute; it is because they 
can't completely express what they are thinking and what their 
attentions are. And we cannot stop ourselves from wanting the 
sentence and fill it in." 

It is a little bit tricky to deal with the absent realistic and explain 
in abstractions. In this project, I grasp the swinging traces between inside out as 
several phases of processes: 

Swing, phase I      The Spaces and the Travelers   Grid --- Object (Wood Sculpture A)
Swing, phase II    Movable Solid   Wood Sculpture A --- Wood Sculpture B
Swing, phase III   The Traveller and the Mystery   Memories --- Text: Prose Poem
Swing, phase IV   Who, What and Where   Collected --- Collage
Swing, phase V     Landing   Images and texts --- The Portable Journey Poetry Book 
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Swing, phase I 
The Spaces and the Travelers
Grid --- Object (Wood Sculpture A)

When I had a long-term travel in Europe, I kept moving in and out 
different places. Moved from bed to bed; from hostel to wooden cabinate. After few 
times moving around, it gave me a repeating feeling about packing and unpacking 
process. I could almost see a pattern about it: I arrived, opened my suitcase, set up 
my mattress, locked important stuffs in the locker; and I packed everything into 
my suitcases again, and left. 

I started with grid/ line drawing to grasp the repeating feeling. Those 
grids mapped up my journey by repeating these temples. I cut the grids I draw 
into wood blocks to covert this intangibility into solid objects. Later I ground them 
into slightly different slopes to give them extra dimensions. A subtle pattern-like 
movement had been down when the light changes during the day, the shadows 
and light that covered the wood blocks shown different changes from different 
perspectives. This implication from the gentle and peaceful rhythm represents a 
third person's view of watching a traveler from long distances, and also shows the 
movements of all living things. Agnes Martin said, 

"In nature there is no sameness anywhere. There are no two rocks 
alike, nodes alike, no moments alike even forever."6 

This tiny observation emerges the slightly beauty from the universe, 
it gave me an idea of recombine the wooden blocks into more individual objects. I 
photographed them as caching an unmodifiable and unrepeatable certain moment 
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that were created by the person, in the place at that certain time. An scene, a 
moment in the history that wouldn't be changed forever. For instance, Ray was 
here in Stockholm in 2009 september 25th and had a cup of coffee in cafe Valand. 
Of course everyone of you have a lot of possibilities to be in the cafe at that time, 
however, my experience at that certain moment is unrepeatable by any of you.      
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Swing, phase II
Movable Solid
Wood Sculpture A --- Wood Sculpture B

How many plots can you foresee on your journey afterward? How 
much fictional stories will be added in without purpose? How many details that 
you can really reproduce from your memory? I see those happenings during my 
trips as several movable plots that are easily to reorganize the order. 

“The memory becomes uncertain. The memory keeps a portrait 
about you. An abstract portrait like pictures I saw in Tate Modern, 
blur details and sketchy lines. I start draw this picture, but my 
memory about you keep changing, and I have to change the 
picture.” Xiaolu Guo wrote in her novel.9 

No one can really repeat the past exactly by him/ herself unless you 
write every moment down in every moment. I mad the cutting plied wood perform 
as a vivid moment from the stories, or memories of travelers by movable status. 
Here is one paragraph texts that I wrote for this phase: 

It was a golden hill near the black beach bay. 
It was the day after a big party with parade, fireworks, 
broken beer bottles, dancing musics. 
It was the day with bountiful pancake breakfast. 
It was the day I stayed on the black beach for hours 
until the sky became the same dark. 
It was the day mixed with fainted memories. 

Those cutting blocks contains a kind of mobility to be adjusted, 
reorganized by our intuition. The same form with different textures depending on 
different cuttings shows the unexpected combinations in a journey. I don't really 
remember what happened that certain day however the strong feeling stayed in 
my head as pieces of abstractions. When I am trying to depict the story, it already 
became a hybridity combined with all factors, like time, friend's memories, or as a 
scene of golden field.
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Swing, phase III
The Traveller and the Mystery
Memories --- Text: Prose Poem

While the objects processing, I grasp the remained memories into 
texts. The scene of the daily life recorded a lot of periods of the traveling time. 
Through those still objects, smells, lights I can vaguely sketch the images from 
certain time. Kenneth Foote, in his book Shadowed Ground, 1997 suggests that 
places have the power to force hidden and painful memories to the fore through 
their material existence.10 I wrote the text in the same sense of collage in a poetic 
way to represent the piecing up feeling. I am inspired by the American writer Bill 
Bryson, his humor of the cultural differences and the fascination of daily scene in 
the trip. 

“Is there anything, apart from a really good chocolate cream 
pie and receiving a large unexpected cheque in the post, to beat 
finding yourself at large in a foreign city on a fair spring evening, 
loafing along unfamiliar streets in the long shadows of a lazy 
sunset, pausing to gaze in shop windows or at some church or 
lovely square or tranquil stretch of quayside, hesitating at street 
corners to decide whether that cheerful and homy restaurant you 
will remember fondly for years is likely to lie down this street or 
that one? I just love it. I could spend my life arriving each evening 
in a new city.”12 

Another inspiration is Jack Kerouac. Part of those craziness and 
wonders is kind of nonsense in a way but the passion of figuring out the another 
world and the conflict of being an outsider of America encouraged me to be strong 
of my personal writing and travel fetishism. 

“I woke up as the sun was reddening; and that was the one distinct 
time in my life, the strangest moment of all, when I didn't know 
who I was - I was far away from home, haunted and tired with 
travel, in a cheap hotel room I'd never seen, hearing the hiss of 
steam outside, and the creak of the old wood of the hotel, and 
footsteps upstairs, and all the sad sounds, and I looked at the 
cracked high ceiling and really didn't know who I was for about 
fifteen strange seconds. I wasn't scared; I was just somebody else, 
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some stranger, and my whole life was a haunted life, the life of a 
ghost.” Jack Kerouac, On the Road.2 

One of my narrative talks about the conflict feelings about being an 
unfamiliar place but felt like being home:

Moored in the centre of unfamiliar. 
Solitude behaved like a kid in socks.
Everything was in its right place. 
Computer without internet. Sleeping bag swirled. 
The sense of direction leaded the ordinary life
The wedge of light from left to right.
Rabbits traced the wind. 
We traced the tail of northern light. No one was waiting for us.

"A ship constantly changing its location is nonetheless a self-
contained place, and so is a gypsy camp, an Indian camp, or a 
circus camp, however often it shift its geodetic bearings." Susanne 
Langer, 195310 

More narratives:

I

Windows of the transportations, trains, flights, buses, cabs, subways. 
While the passing by sceneries move in different speed, the passengers hear all kinds 
of sleepy sound from outside, the sound of the mountains, the sound of the field, the 
sound of the bridge, the sound of losing the language.

II

She left.
They came with a huge bubble of noises.
Backpacks lie like junky fishes in the market of harbor.
The toast below the window was called surreal.  
I left.
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I.

A meeting point of saying hello and goodbye, 
a repetition of packing and unpacking; 
a mobile space for the drifters, 
a solid sleep for everyday.  

II.

The dream has been doctored by those rented sheets.
Tidy fold. Half-lie down to the floor. Wrinkled like seaweeds.
Set as a small realm and you are the king.
King of the open luggage. King of the drifted magpies around.
In the morning kitchen, 
equaled peaceful knelt on the burned toast, on the flatten Nutella, 
on the tepid instant coffee, on the monster shaped butter. 
On the nothing to do next.  

III.

She left.
They came with a huge bubble of noises.
Backpacks lie like junky fishes in the market of harbor.
The toast below the window was called surreal.  
I left.

III

This is almost the last stop before going back the place I visited two 
month ago. The bed has been set tidily. Pajamas is folded aside the pillow, the hat and 
scarf is on the other side. The ocean blue cardigan is hanging by the double-decker, 
the metal buttons are shining. Boots and the sneaker looks a little bit tired, still 
standing. The city is small. I walked one day and almost covered the plan. This is the 
another day, with dorm rain and the grey spreading the sky, looks like my hometown. 
The dorm room is empty. How do I look like now? What do I expect? Time changes 
everything even though it is only more than two month, over 70 days, thousand 
hours. The city is normal, or just because I couldn't really focus on anything. Did I 
change? Am I becoming a brave, independent, self-confident girl after these journey? 
Is that how you saw me? 

After two days diet in this city, I drawn in the soup shop hiding in the 
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fish market, a day with devouring everything and lost in the cats and dogs.  

IV

Inside the window blocks, 
houses, towns, cows, trees, hills, clouds were becoming lumpy, 
and turning into sand.
The sober mute tiptoed out.
The blonde leaned lightly against the block.
The land looked like a freshly baked honey pound cake, 
just unfolded her fluffy belly away.

V

Sometime they worked with me, sometimes they didn't. That day they 
left me in the carrot farm and clean the weeds whole day by myself. I thought they 
just forgot that they hired a strangely working-hard Asian girl in their farm. I also 
forgot the time. When I stood up from the soil and dust, I started to feel starving and 
exhausted. Back pain. I didn't realize the time without clock for few days. Trying 
to think about any common sense that I had been taught at school. The sun, the 
directions. All I have was a farm and another farm. Another farm with forest aside, 
another farm with few rabbit roaming around. Guessing the time was the fun part of 
it. Guessing the fika time, guessing the supper time, guessing the time that baby wants 
to go out. The night was extremely quiet and dark. It was peacefully in the middle 
of nowhere. I forgot the city, the time, the sorrow, maybe everything. Chickens were 
sleeping, rabbits were sleeping, cats were sleeping, and pigs, and me. 

VI

The golden field. Globs before dropping.
Black licorice candy hide below, step by step up to the hill.
A silent movie about a bowl of cold soup noodle 
waiting along on the wooden dining table.
A chubby sadness.
A swollen affection.

VII

Misunderstood the bus schedule; unpredictable weather handle.
The strikingly spectacular; the never be solid promises.
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The melting glacier; the transposing memories.
The guide told me,
people might get sick 
when they first time try the pure water in a limpid blue. 

IX

Expectation never works in any journey. 
This was another city, with warmer weather, cheery blooms, and my 

own place. An empty apartment in the city. Cafés and bakeries around. People walked 
like dancing. I lamed on the floor. Three one-piece, which had been with me to several 
trips, were hanging on the brown paper boxes. There was no fridge, no sink, not 
anyone else in the place. Friend's friend was living in a beautiful distance. An quiet 
cave in the middle of noise. Young foreigners work at the cafés, afternoon pubs, selling 
blinking smiles and shining croissants. Latte covered with lazy form. Families were 
picnicking in the garden, babies jumped like aliens. Girl was sleeping under the tree 
by her bike and book, and a bottle of pale green soda. This was just about the time to 
say "this is where I want to be." Was it? Disappointment grower like the spring sprout. 
If there is a god of traveling, I guess he was trying to tell me to try more, try something 
you might hate, try something you never consider of. If it is so, the ghost of traveling 
just grabbed me at that time with unnecessary heavy and greasily hesitations. Good 
and cheap local food and deserts, friends and beers. Late night running to the subway.

I wasn't that happy in that city.  

X

Indolent small holes lie around the stamps. 
Like piled up pastries.
Greedy hands, sticky brown paper bags. Tiny tiny pinky guilty.
The idling away times inside those coffee mugs and cake-crumble.
The pedestrians' apathetic censure.

XI

On morning I had breakfast with two French girls I met in the hostel. 
The breakfast set in chain café provided really dry whole-wheat bread and ready-cut 
fruits in a plastic cup, and weak coffee. The girls came from the place represents the 
most beautiful French speaking in the world. Both the pale girl and the black girl were 
very proud of it. "You have to visit us," they said, "my mom is the best cook in the 
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world. Her special French dish are rabbit, frog, and snail."

XII

He was reading the news about the disaster caused by typhoon from my 
hometown shown on the corner of the newspaper, in a tiny tiny column, in a fairy's 
language. On the table was freshly cooked coffee with little bit cold milk added, toast 
just jumped out of the toaster, crispy in the skin and soy inside. Mellon flavor yoghurt. 
Butter and sliced cheese. The icing sugar on pastries was shining. The day on the news 
was the day I left. The day he read the news I played with the fluffy black cat.  

XIII

"Why can't we just book another ticket back the the house and have 
another bowl of cereal together in the morning? "

III

She never contact him, and so does he. 
There are things that people never do, 
like contacting someone in the past, somewhere in the fainting memory
something in the expired smell.

XIV

Meeting friends that you met on the trip after the trip is kind of 
nostalgic. It just likes eating melted ice cream. Both of you expect the same taste but 
it is not that feeling anymore.I don't know you in this city. I don't know you in this 
time. It is a dislocation for you and me, and those happy days.

Sitting in the restaurant, we search for the weak impression of each 
other from the ocean wide memory and talk about how small the world is. We have 
desire of meeting stirred with a slice of embarrassment for the salad, a polite hug for 
the desert. 

Hi. Nice to see you again. Take care!
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Swing, phase IV
Who, What and Where
Collected --- Collage

 I collect things on the trips. In this phase of process I recreated the 
sight that I saw in an obviously collage pieces. The cutting and pasting and then 
recombining process brought me back to the notion of considering what I can 
really keep forever, and who I am? It rose another question about how a place and 
a person really be identified? By the stuffs from the place? By the residents? Could 
a place really identify a person, or the another way around? I am from Taipei, am 
I Taipei? Is Taipei me? After a long-term staying in Stockholm, is Stockholm me? 
Am I Stockholm? I would presume that every places and everyone is a hybridity by 
those existence that had been operated. 

"Place is often seen as 'locus of collective memory', a site where 
identity is crated through the construction of memories linking a 
group of people into the past." England geographer David Harvey 
said.10

"It is the stabilizing of place as a container of experiences that 
contributes so powerfully to its intrinsic memorability. An alert 
and alive memory connects spontaneously with place, finding in 
it features that factor and parallel its own activities. We might 
even say that memory naturally place-oriented or at least place-
supported." said Edward Casey, 1987.10 

Every time we visit a place, meet a new friend on the road, the 
experiences are actually enriching the ingredients of the place and ourself. So 
everyone and every places could all consist as a multiple identity combination.   
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I am the apples I ate.
I am the places I had been to.
I am anywhere.
I don't belong here.

“You go away for a long time and return a different person - you 
never come all the way back.” said Paul Theroux.11

In this phase, when the communication between readers and the 
abstract art work/ texts became another swinging trace, another journey. The 
landscape in my mind could be the steak in your plate; My certain day could be 
your another boring routine day to the office. A travel memoir could be a piece of 
cloud right up to you. 
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Swing, phase V
Landing
Images and Texts --- The Portable Journey Poetry Book 

As the overview of life, we can keep swinging forever, from place to 
place, from inside to outside yourself; as for this project, somehow it needs to be 
land in somewhere. After all those images and objects has been produced, I would 
like to collect them as some fragile and fainting pieces into a book. The book in 
this project is a container of grabbing each steps of the processes, also behaves as a 
travelers' handbook. For me a book is a very important object and company during 
a trip. I either read or write or just keep it as a container for the collections. It is a 
self comfort object for a drifter like me. So as the design for this book, I would like 
to reveal this feeling for the readers to grasp, from the texture of the cover, hand 
holding friendly size, and also the classic poem-like typography. This book could 
also represents a frame of the sight of the world that I have been building up while 
drifting around the world, or a meeting point to the audiences and other people 
who has the same fascination.  
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CONCLUSION 

After the processes of illustrating the movements by making objects, 
I came back to the original notion about the storytelling in an abstract expression 
about the recreated rhythm of fainting traveling experience and the transforming 
identities. 

"The process of place formation process of carving out 
permanences' from the flow of processes creation patio-
temporality. But the 'permanences' - no matter how solid they 
may seen - are not eternal but always subject to time as 'perpetual 
perishing'. They are contingent on processes of creation, 
sustenance and dissolution." England geographer David Harvey 
said.10 

According to that, we are all being one of the flow either as a resident 
or a visitor, and every moment is a brand new combo to delight our life journey. 
Each trace of swinging back and forth would definitely meet each other by chance, 
by incident, to create more and more variation of both people and places. Just like 
this vivid world. Ultimately, we all want to be part of a movement, that is about 
measuring impact, measuring what is most important to us. Traveling makes me 
humble, but gives me more courage to share. To share the specialty I have, to share 
the tiny fascination from the ordinary people.  

"Each of us possesses a tangible, living soul." said Haruki 
Murakami.7 

“They have worries, they're counting the miles, they're thinking 
about where to sleep tonight, how much money for gas, the 
weather, how they'll get there - and all the time they'll get there 
anyway, you see.” Jack Kerouac, On the Road.2 
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EXHIBITION 

The exhibition was held in a room in Konstfact. The wood sculpture A - Black and 
white photographs - and the collage was shown in images projection; the wood 
sculpture B was displayed in physical pieces. There are also headphones that you 
can hear some random people reading my peom texts remixed with street sound 
and pianos in the  exhibition room. The whole project was exhibiting in a passive, 
subtle way of storytelling which was still inviting people to participate by listening, 
reading or touching the wood blocks.  

The room was shared with Yun Yu. Both of us want to create a comfortable, bright 
space for people to sit down and either read or watch or get more involved into our 
projects. Each of us built our own benches and chairs; both of us have a table to 
display. In a crazy messy group exhibition, it will be nice to have a quiet space that 
people can be relax and see more deeper into our work.    
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